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Using Summon at Yale: Articles++

Quicksearch: includes results from the 
Summon API 

Native Summon: available as a link 
from the library homepage

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Orientation to the things we’ll be talking about and how they fit together. Yale provides access to Summon (locally known as Articles+) in two ways.Primary: as part of Quicksearch.  This is our unified search tool.  Powered by Blacklight. It displays results using the Summon API.Also available: Native Summon interface, listed as Articles+ on the library homepage.



Who we are and how we support discovery

E-Resources & Serials Management
• Department within Tech Services
• Service owner for linking and 

article discovery products
• 360Core
• 360Link
• 360MARC
• Summon

• Co-Chair, E-Resource Discovery & 
Access Advisory Group

• Member, Quicksearch Advisory 
Group

Assessment & User Experience (AUXR)
• Consultation group
• Team includes

• User Experience Research Librarian
• Library Data Business Analyst

• Consultation areas
• Analytics
• Data Visualization
• User Research
• User Testing
• Service Design

Presenter
Presentation Notes
E-Resources’ responsibilities for discovery analyticsResponsibility for native Summon belongs lives squarely in E-Resources, which co-chairs an associated advisory group.Responsibility for Quicksearch, which integrates the Summon API, belongs with a separate, much larger advisory group.  Led by Library IT and a public services librarian Assessment & User Experience Research (AUXR)Consultation group within the Yale University Library



How we get our discovery analytics

Vendor-provided analytics
• Provided by Ex Libris
• Managed by E-Resources
• Interfaces

• 360Link
• Native Summon interface

• Tracking
• Intota: Link resolver click-throughs 

and referring sources
• OBI: Example search terms and IEDL 

usage

Local analytics
• Provided by Google
• Set-up and managed by AUXR
• Interfaces

• Quicksearch
• Link menu
• Native Summon

• Tracking
• Google Analytics / Google Tag 

Manager
• Use event tracking to monitor 

platform engagement

Presenter
Presentation Notes




Vendor
Analytics

UX Testing

Google Analytics

User Research

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Think about AUXR services like pieces of a puzzle. We aim to provide a service focused on both quantitative information (from local and vendor analytics sources) and qualitative data (from user interviews, testing, etc.).



Case study: Using vendor statistics and 
Google Analytics with Link 2.0
• Move to Link 2.0 in 2018
• Vendor statistics:

• Establish baseline click-through 
numbers

• Track referring sources over time 
so that we could see changes in 
patterns

• Google Analytics
• Understand use of new menu
• Identify and adjust pain points in 

an iterative manner

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Case Study #1 gives a sense of how we use Google Analytics and Vendor stats together to improve decision making When it was time to migrate we:Used vendor stats to cross check early numbers reported in Google Analytics.Checked validity of code and confirmed that this was set up correctly and capturing what we neededOnce in production, we used Google Analytics to track traffic on the menuWe checked in on the data monthly to assess how things were goingEarly on, heard from resource sharing that they were seeing a spike in scan requestsRelated to one of the helper links on the menu. It turned out to be too helpful!Used GA to track this traffic and adjust our display Data allowed us see the great overall success of this migration and the ease with which users found full text. It also allowed us to improve the experience for resource sharing staff when there were unintended consequences 



Case study: Google analytics in Quicksearch

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We offer two ways to get to Summon.  The primary mode is through our unified search, Quicksearch (QS)We made changes to the default search functionality in QS and used GA to study the impact of these changes. Changes meant to make initial 3 results that display more relevant to users.  Prefiltering results to Scholarly & Peer Reviewed Journal articlesGoogle analytics is our primary means for understanding traffic within Quicksearch.  The results are coming from the Summon API but we have trouble distinguishing between usage in our two systems. To understand specifically what’s happening in QS, we have to use GAHere, you can see the three places where users can interact with Articles+ from the main results displayAfter change to default search put in place, we analyzed its impactAUXR analyzed the events associated with these three pieces of real estate



Quicksearch: user interaction with Articles+

Google Analytics data showing the 
number of unique users who 
clicked on one of the following 
from the main results page:
• The sidebar link to Articles+
• View full results
• An article

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a monthly Year-Over-Year chart of the number of unique users who clicked through to Articles+ on the Quicksearch page. When we changed the system in March 2018 (gray bar), we believed it might improve the quality of the results that displayed to the patron and therefore would result in more clicks into Articles+. The data did not support this idea – from the analytics it didn’t look like the changes we made changed the way users engaged with Articles+.



Quicksearch: default search results

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a full Articles+ results page. We’ve used Google analytics to take a close look at how users interact with facets and limits. Please notice how the change Yale made in March 2018 (to pre-filter the search results to scholarly journal articles) displays on the page.



Quicksearch: facet analysis

Comparison of users refining their 
search with facets:

• Snapshot of March traffic
• 2017, 2018, and 2019

Patterns:
• Numbers slightly higher in 2017
• All three years within same range

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our research question was: did the introduction of new default search facets change what users do in Quicksearch? Our examination of users’ engagement with the facets through event tracking did not show significant engagement year over year. There was an overall increase in events, but that corresponded with the increase in usage of Quicksearch.



Vendor
Analytics

UX Testing

Google Analytics

User Research

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The analytics were useful because they led us to ask questions. Questions that could only be answered by engaging with users. 



Conclusion

• All of these pieces working together can help you better understand 
your users and your interfaces

• Use of data, in partnership with user testing, leads to better decisions 
and better services

• The process of talking about the data was crucial in our complex 
discovery environment. There were benefits to both staff and users in 
having this be a collaborative group process.



Thank you!
Angela Sidman: angela.sidman@yale.edu
Sarah Tudesco: sarah.tudesco@yale.edu
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